
 

Primary 4 Weekly Plan 

March 30 – April 3 

 Topics for 
this week 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Mathematics Add and 
subtract 
decimals to 3 
decimal 
places, solve 
word problems 
on addition and 
subtraction of 
decimals, 
multiply whole 
numbers by 
2-digit 
numbers. 

Activity: 
 
Add decimals 
to 3 decimal 
places. 
For example, 
Add: 67.127 + 
14.725 
 
Write problems 
to add 
decimals to 3 
decimal 
places. 
 

Activity: 
 
Subtract 
decimals to 3 
decimal 
places. 
For example, 
Subtract: 
61.621 – 
42.288 
 
Write problems 
to subtract 
decimals to 3 
decimal 
places. 
 

Activity: 
 
Solve word 
problems in 
addition of 
decimals. 
For example, 
Steve has 
432.829 g of 
cotton. Cathy 
has 172.127 g 
of cotton. How 
much cotton do 
they both 
have? 
 
Write word 
problems in 
addition of 
decimals. 

Activity: 
 
Solve word 
problems on 
subtraction of 
decimals. 
For example, 
Zane weighs 
71.27 kg and 
Zoya weighs 
67.19 kg. What 
is the 
difference in 
their weights? 
 
Write word 
problems on 
subtraction of 
decimals. 
 

Activity: 
 
Multiply whole 
numbers by 
2-digit 
numbers. 
For example, 
Multiply 217 by 
13. 
 
Write problems 
to multiply 
whole numbers 
by 2-digit 
numbers. 
 

English 
Studies 

Vocabulary 
practice, 
Adjectives of 
quality, 
Demonstrative 
adjectives, 
Short essay 
writing. 

Vocabulary: 
condition, 
obese, 
nowadays, 
genetic, 
combination, 
adequate 
  
Activity: 
 
Read and spell 
the vocabulary 
words. Find 
and write the 
meanings. 
 

Vocabulary: 
naughty, 
complain, 
excitement, 
fierce, 
particularly, 
grin 
  
Activity: 
 
Read and spell 
the vocabulary 
words. 
Revise the 
meanings of 
these words 
and make a 
sentence using 
each word. 
 

Activity: 
 
Write 
sentences with 
5 adjectives of 
quality. 
For example: 
The lion is a 
strong animal. 
The word 
‘strong’ is an 
adjective of 
quality that 
tells how a lion 
looks or acts. 
 

Activity: 
 
Underline 
demonstrative 
adjectives in 
sentences. 
(This, that, 
these, those) 
For example: 
This dog is 
brown. 
 
Write 5 
sentences and 
underline the 
demonstrative 
adjectives. 
 

Activity: 
 
Write a short 
essay on ‘A 
day I shall 
never forget’.  
 
Note: Tell a 
story with a 
beginning, 
middle, and 
end. Use as 
many details 
as possible. 

Basic Science 
& Technology 

Solve 
problems with 
pests, explain 
soil, its 
constituents 
and its types, 
spell and 
define 
vocabulary 
words. 

Vocabulary: 
crops, pests 
  
Activity: 
  
1. What makes 
crops sick? 
2. Some of 
Osayi’s crops 
have cassava 
mosaic. How 
can Osayi 
make all the 
cassava 

Vocabulary: 
soil, 
constituents, 
organic matter, 
mineral 
particles 
  
Activity: 
Read, spell 
and define the 
vocabulary 
words. 
 

 Activity: 
 
1. What are the 
four 
constituents of 
soil? 
2. What are 
two kinds of 
organic matter 
in soil? 
 

Activity: 
 
1. What are the 
four types of 
soil? 
2. Give three 
qualities of 
sandy soil. 

Activity: 
 
1. Give three 
qualities of 
clayey soil. 
2. Give three 
qualities of 
loamy soil. 
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healthy next 
year? 

Reading 
Assignment 

 African 
Storybook 
 
Amara and 
Animals 

African 
Storybook 
 
Anansi and 
Vulture 

African 
Storybook 
 
Clever Brother 

African 
Storybook 
 
Counting 
Cabbages 

African 
Storybook 
 
Drought and 
the River of 
Blessings 
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http://africanstorybook.org/reader.php?id=14479&d=0&a=1
http://africanstorybook.org/reader.php?id=14479&d=0&a=1
http://africanstorybook.org/reader.php?id=996&d=0&a=1
http://africanstorybook.org/reader.php?id=996&d=0&a=1
http://africanstorybook.org/reader.php?id=19414&d=0&a=1
http://africanstorybook.org/reader.php?id=19421&d=0&a=1
http://africanstorybook.org/reader.php?id=19421&d=0&a=1
http://africanstorybook.org/reader.php?id=22565&d=0&a=1
http://africanstorybook.org/reader.php?id=22565&d=0&a=1
http://africanstorybook.org/reader.php?id=22565&d=0&a=1

